WPS EXTERIOR SYSTEMS
ES-400 EXPOSED FASTENER SYSTEM, ES-500 CONCEALED FASTENER SYSTEM

Color: Black Anodized Finish
Uses: Horizontal or Vertical Application
Material Types: Solid Phenolic, Composite Panels, Cement Panels
Benefits: Perforated Channels for Drainage, Installer Friendly Design, Cost Effective

www.wallpanelsystems.net
The WPS exterior systems façade panels are designed for use as an external wall cladding in conjunction with a proper weather barrier to form a back-ventilated, rain-screen design. The cladding creates a protective layer for the building’s waterproofing membrane by providing a durable and aesthetically pleasing surface. Each system can be used with 5/16”, 3/8”, and 1/2” thick panels and require minimal installation and the unique ability to support panels on extended brackets up to 4” in depth with horizontal sub-frame railing. The ES-400 system features exposed fasteners while the ES-500 utilizes a concealed fastener system.

WPS is unique in that we can provide you with panel systems fabricated from a wide range of materials from the most common solid phenolic, composite, cement panels, and more. WPS is able to provide you with a system to meet the unique needs of your designed project. From simple applications to high performance requirements, from small to monumental projects, WPS systems offer a single source solution for your cladding and building product needs. We continually strive to produce quality products and provide service that is second to none for our customers.

**ES-400 Exposed Fastener System**

The ES-400 system is a typical exposed fastener system with the unique ability to be used either vertically or horizontally. WPS Exposed Fastener Panel is designed and engineered for commercial-industrial wall cladding panel that provides a traditional appearance. The ES-400 system is mechanically fastened with exposed fasteners and can be installed in a non-sequential pattern.
ES-500 Concealed Fastener System

The ES-500 system uses a typical Z-Bracket system with a compression lock clip that creates a clean, professional aesthetic. The ES-500 is a high-performance cladding system, offered in a range of materials and profiles. The ES-500 unique design allows for rapid installation and a unique visual safeguard to ensure the panels are correctly interconnected.

The adjustable bracket is an optional item that can be used with both the ES-400 and ES-500 systems and allows the use of exterior insulation without any additional shimming.
WPS provides easy-to-install, economic, beautiful and durable wall panel solutions for industrial, institutional and commercial interiors and exteriors where continuous wall surface coverage is required. No matter the size or scope, WPS works with architects, designers and clients on their shared vision to make each project a success.

WPS has partnered with some of the best panel manufacturers to offer an abundant selection of wall panel materials and systems with superior function. Choose from over fifteen different wall and ceiling application systems that are designed to be interchangeable and installer-friendly. Whether utilized for new construction or modernization, WPS wall panel systems transform any industrial, commercial or institutional interior and exterior into an attractive architectural detail.

We take pride in providing premium products, better selection and exceptional service. Our sales support team is trained and knowledgeable in all technical aspects of the industry so that your rapport with WPS adds value to your business.